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Common problems

Most people are manually
laboring repetitive and/or
mundane tasks too many hours
each week and don’t have
sufficient time and/or income for
other satisfying daily activities or
self-improvement services

Automated systems, technologies,
robotics, and financial tools have
not been effectively leveraged to
improve lifestyles for the masses

Healthcare provision is still not
the best possible for everyone
given today’s mobility solutions,
medical workforce, intelligence,
hardware, software, financial
tools, and internet connectivity
innovations

Solutions
and purpose

Increase access to financial tools, services, and systems to enable US citizens and
permanent residents with best possible retirement benefits, organizational benefits, and
social benefits.
Universal Standard Offerings (USO’s) offered through VOWAS
enable organizations to

increase access to technology
and automated systems to help
reduce manual labor time
while using financial tools to
increase discretionary incomes

re-engineer the standard 40
hour work week to 20 hours
per week while utilizing career
grants and financial incentives
to make more income than in
the standard 40 hour week

increase Recreation and
Opportunities for Love, Leisure,
and Sports (ROLLS)

VOWAS
competitors
Credit Card companies,
independent loan agencies,
and etc. who require you pay
interest on amounts borrowed
Insurance programs and/or group
benefits programs who require
you pay a fee to access a
relatively small amount of
benefits

Capital creators such as the
Small Business Association,
banks, financial organizations
and independent lenders who
require that you leverage your
asset(s) in order to access
funds

VOWAS investors
how you profit
4.95% up to 9.95% of your individual ongoing total monthly benefit values are withheld by
VOWAS. Out of those withholdings, VOWAS. EXCEL partners
(https://www.vowas.org/excel) and the United States Benefits Census Authority
(https://www.usbca.online) partners/contractors compensated to assist VOWAS members
in assessing maximal benefits and services. There is a ten (10) year VOWAS Benefits
Start Block program (https://www.vowas.org/startblock) for the USA, and internationally.
The VOWAS withholding percentage is staggered from 3% in the first four years, 2% the
following three years, and 1% in the final three years of the ten (10) year VOWAS
installation window.

Solution
Individuals utilize Universal Standard Offerings (USO’s) which enables them
to do things like access funds:
● which provide improved health, fitness, and wellness
● to improve their physical appearance
● to increase their vacation options and frequency
● reduce their manual labor hours while also achieving higher income

As well, organization decision factors (ownership/leadership) access
(and/or learn about) new tools and systems which helps their
organization re-engineer their work week from the standard 40-hours
per week (plus overtime) to 20, 15, 10, and/or 5 hours per week (plus
“overtime pay”), and to maintain productivity (throughput) while
reducing manual labor hours and increasing their profit (or surplus).
“Overtime” is paid as a factor in part from VOWAS, not the employer.

Organization decision factors
learn about career grants, tax
credits, and other financial tools
which increases their
workforces’ incomes while also
improving their organizational
profit (or surplus).

ACES stock
After you activate your VOWAS benefits and services, you may individually qualify for a gift of limited, private, pre-IPO (Initial Public
Offering) stock shares which are being provided to members as a gift during pre-IPO.
The below pre-IPO stock distributions chart shows the maximal stock shares each individual workforce member is able to be gifted:
https://www.vowas.org/aces-stock

VOWAS representatives
grassroots

VOWAS representatives help:
● individuals activate their VOWAS benefits
● organization leaders activate VOWAS benefits
(termed ACES, also known as Applicant Certified for
Expedited Services) for their organization and their
team members

VOWAS,
your government,
and you
Many government leaders and parties
have tried to increase discretionary
income, and provide more time off
from work, and increase ROLLS
(Recreation and Opportunities for Love,
Leisure, and Sports) in local markets,
until the VOWAS adoption through
USDIBS (https://www.usdibs.us)
started in 2020, due to the
compartmentalization of international
and domestic-union programs, the
implementation of these solutions
across all markets had failed to be
implemented at an impactful, lasting
level for the masses of all nations.

VOWAS, through USDIBS who
operates similar to the Federal
Reserve (the Federal Reserve is not a
government organization, per se),
works with Congress and with
government leadership.

VOWAS also works with private
corporations, nonprofit
organizations, publicly traded
companies, military, agencies, small
businesses, volunteers, the disabled,
and the retired, all forming we the
people.

Financial
Sustainability

a USDIBS starting budget of

$126 trillion dollars
was created through Quantitative
Phashing Round #1 to, in part, fund the
capital required to make the transition
into VOWAS.org utilization by US citizens
possible while also beginning the VOWAS
Global programs for all other nation’s
citizens to begin utilizing VOWAS via an
expansion program for internationals to
access VOWAS.org benefits and services
through their home nation.

To make the provision of VOWAS
benefits & services possible, special
service boards with the United States
Department of Innovations and Beta
Services and the United Nations
Division of Innovations and Beta
Services, were organized.

VOWAS.org
United States of America (USA)

~180 million
workforce members in
the USA*

Global**

~1.7 billion

BY THE END OF 2025

VOWAS starting benefits use
projections

92% of USA citizens

90% non-foreign USA
organizations

workforce members
globally*
*if the data is factually and truthfully accurate, and not including those who work as part
time independent contractors

**VOWAS Global goals includes enrollment
options internationally via USA and ally bases
and USA domestic and international brands in
international locations

VOWAS ten (10) Universal Standard Offerings
for members
Oﬀerings for a Head of Household member or an Independent Member (oﬀerings apply to all individuals aged 18 or older):
1.
Portable Universal Total Care (PUTC)* (your inaugural year is not based on previous year’s income; start date begins as soon as possible and continues after the Head of
Household or Independent member chooses their preferred TOPSHORES program; in the following year(s) the beneﬁts range will ﬂuctuate based on income)
2.
Accidental funds program with unforeseen events provisions and hazard pay factoring programs*
9.
Oﬀ-the-job performance compensation program including the monetary summation of oﬀerings #1 (Wellness Program only), #3 (50%), #4 (50% if no employment, contractor,
or investment income), #7 (for spouse and dependents of HOH), and #10 (50%) with oﬀering availability start date depending on TOPSHORES program
(https://www.vowas.org/excel) availability and based on the individual’s chosen oﬀ-the-job goals and results metrics when applicable*
Oﬀerings for a Head of Household member and their applicable qualifying household members (dependents):
7.
Total family allowance factoring programs (oﬀering availability is not based on previous year’s income; start date begins as soon as possible and continues after the Head of
Household or Independent member chooses their preferred TOPSHORES program)
Oﬀerings for a Head of Household member or an Independent member based on the member’s individual organizational performance:
3.
Retirement program and savings program, with:
a.
up to 50% of program’s maximal qualiﬁable beneﬁt based on the individual’s on-the-job goals and metrics
b.
up to 50% of program’s maximal qualiﬁable beneﬁt based on the individual’s chosen oﬀ-the-job goals and results metrics
5.
Organization expense account programs
6.
Separation from employment plans
8.
Career grants program with on-the-job performance compensation plan (based on the individual’s on-the-job goals and metrics)
10.
Personal federal and state income tax matching credit program, with:
a.
up to a 50% credit based on the individual’s on-the-job goals and metrics
b.
up to a 50% credit based on the individual’s chosen oﬀ-the-job goals and results metrics
11.
Corporate tax matching program
12.
Programs for members to understand and choose the latest end-of-life options including physical Reincarnation, Extension and/or Creation of their memory/human life
Oﬀerings for a Head of Household member or an Independent member based on the member’s individual on-the-job or (if no employment, contractor, or investor based
income) oﬀ-the-job goals and metrics (oﬀering availability start date depends on TOPSHORES program availability):
4.
Vacation frequency plan including subsidized travel vouchers as per your individual VOWAS.org qualiﬁcation (income based) or opportunity (lottery based) for STAPLES
(Supersonic Travel and Accommodations between Planets, Lunars, and Space) economy subsidized vouchers opportunities through VOWAS, USDIBS and/or UNDIBS to
qualify for Space and/or Earth’s Moon experiences.
*1, 2, and 9 also available for Independent Members qualiﬁed as individual non-working members (such as those who are retired and/or disabled).

SEED ROUND SYNDICATES
VOWAS is a Depat.org qualified pre-IPO
corporation with patent application
pending #102189253
(https://www.depat.org/102189253).
The pre-IPO round can close at any time to adhere to SEC (and/or
international expansion) compliance goals. Current estimated
pre-IPO market cash value per Depat.org is $4.45 per share.

Per pre-IPO industry stock platform Depat.org, estimates are that the
stock will grow to a two year post-IPO stock cash value per share range of
between $9.94 and $479.71 per share.

Scenario # 1: $__________ allocates you ________ shares.
_____ shares X $9.94/share =$___________ ; ______ shares X $234.89/share =$___________ ; ______ shares X $479.71/share =$____________
Scenario # 2: $__________ allocates you ________ shares.
_____ shares X $9.94/share =$___________ ; ______ shares X $234.89/share =$___________ ; ______ shares X $479.71/share =$____________
This is not an offering or investment in a bond, a security, or a current SEC regulated stock on a public mass market exchange. As a
matter of record your name may be held anonymous from the public, yet 100% of any contribution amount is deposited into the 501c3
public charity trust account with Goodstars inc., a North Carolina USA non-profit. After your contribution Depat.org issues you a
pre-determined number of pre-IPO stock certificates per the Goodstars.org guidelines.
CONTRIBUTIONS: ARE NOT INSURED BY ANY FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AGENCY • ARE NOT AN INVESTMENT • HAVE NO
GUARANTEE • ADVANCE THE ORGANIZATION.
For more information about VOWAS pre-IPO stock, review: http://www.depat.org/102189253

VOWAS
REVENUE

ACES (Applicant Certified for Expedited
Services) organizations and individuals
register to use VOWAS benefits and services
as soon as possible per the “Benefits and
Services budget fund for VOWAS households
and organizations” as organized per USDIBS
noted here: https://www.usdibs.us/126t

individual’s
VOWAS
certification

organization’s
ACES
certification
benefits and
services
withholdings

3 revenue streams
1

2

3

Individuals are certified before beginning VOWAS. Certification costs
are paid for most people via a funding program through the EDGE
grant (https://www.usdibs.us/edgegrant). When your benefits start
window is assigned, you receive an email to choose a date to take
your online Universal Standard Offerings (USO) Compliance
Certificate Test which ensures you understand all your benefits and
services. You have three attempts to successfully pass, or you'll wait
another 30 days to retest. Once benefits begin, each year you can
qualify at zero-cost to maintain your USO Compliance Certificate by
successfully completing an annual benefits review, online.
Organizations are certified for ACES before utilizing VOWAS benefits
via a similar format as the VOWAS certification. Certification costs are
paid for most organization’s team members via a funding program
through the EDGE grant
(https://www.usdibs.us/edgegrantfororganizations) for organizations.
Once you begin your VOWAS benefits use, from 4.95% to 9.95% of
your ongoing total monthly values utilized or transacted are withheld
to pay for the costs of VOWAS and associated service providers.

PRE-IPO DISTRIBUTION
Activate your VOWAS benefits right now, and for
a limited time, secure rights to VOWAS pre-IPO
VOWAS stock before the pre-Initial Public
Offering round is closed.
Individuals activate VOWAS here:
https://www.vowas.org/yes
Organizations activate VOWAS (ACES) here:
https://www.vowas.org/aces

Collaboration teams
United States Department of Innovations and
Beta Services (USDIBS)

United Nations Division of Innovations
and Beta Services
UNDIBS

As well as Goodstars.org and other undisclosed organizations and individuals within the DIBS organization plans
including organizations listed here: https://www.usdibs.us/dibs

